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Key benefits
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Real-time visibility of assets
worldwide
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Save on GSM roaming costs
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Increase productivity

Improve safety through
monitoring for preventative
maintenance on one global
network

Realise operational efficiencies
through real-time data access

GSatTrack
The complete tracking and monitoring solution
for all your mobile assets
GSatTrack is the most advanced and innovative satellite tracking platform available.
Powered by Inmarsat’s global satellite network, and certified for use on Inmarsat’s
network, GSatTrack utilises cutting-edge technology and advanced features to
provide the most complete monitoring solution of any asset, anywhere in the world.
GSatTrack is an all-inclusive tracking
solution that provides real-time positioning
and specialised reporting of assets
worldwide. Tracking hardware, combined
with intelligent sensors, supply rich data that
allows for detailed monitoring and effective
management of almost any asset.
Assets are viewed simultaneously from a
multilingual, user-friendly portal, which is
easily customisable. GSatTrack is accessible
remotely and securely, through any internet
capable device and a browser, or download
the GSatTrack app, available for iPhone and
Android devices.

Remote monitoring
For mobile assets, a key business concern
is how to track and monitor those assets
in the field. By providing flexible, real-time
monitoring, GSatTrack allows businesses to
improve operational efficiency, saving time and
money by tracking all their assets in one place.
By pairing GSatTrack with Inmarsat’s
services, powered by our global satellite
network, assets can be tracked worldwide,
even in areas where cellular and terrestrial
coverage cannot reach.
Inmarsat has certified GSatTrack as
Inmarsat-ready. If you’re looking to leverage
the reliability and global reach of Inmarsat’s
satellite network to monitor and track your
assets, GSatTrack is an ideal way to do so.
GSatTrack has been certified for use over
the following Inmarsat services:
BGAN

iPad

IsatData Pro

Features

Service usage

All-inclusive tracking and monitoring
solution
Multilingual and multinational preferences
Device agnostic - works on any device with
a web browser
Custom reporting

Transportation and logistics
Exploration
Disaster management and emergency
response
Work-flow management
Cargo location and conditions

Real-time alerts through text message or
email

Fuel monitoring
Driver dispatching and monitoring

Geofencing capabilities

Two-way communications

Advantages
User-friendly interface
Seamless, automatic platform updates

Overcome operational
challenges
Language barriers removed with
multilingual support

Single platform - manage multiple
hardware configurations
In-depth data analysis and reporting
Detailed monitoring of asset activity with
instant notifications

Time-zone differences
User adaptation made easy with flexible
and customisable interface
Remote diagnostics
Real-time alerts for emergency scenarios

Inmarsat coverage

Inmarsat Certified

GSatTrack is supported by Inmarsat’s global network coverage and capability,
ensuring you are never out of touch wherever you are.

As part of our CAP (Certified Applications
Partner) programme, Inmarsat works with
a number of solutions providers to ensure
that their products are not only compatible
with our network, but provide our network
users with effective, customer-focused
solutions that offer genuine business
benefits, whether they’re using the network
for voice, broadband, machine to machine
connectivity or all three. Only individual
solutions approved by Inmarsat are
endorsed with the Inmarsat Certified logo.

About Global
Satellite Engineering
Global Satellite Engineering combines
next generation technology, engineering
and communications in the satellite world
to help its clients improve their lives, build
businesses and develop new opportunities.
I-4 Americas

I-4 EMEA

I-4 Asia-Pacific

This map depicts Inmarsat’s expectations of coverage, but does not represent a guarantee of service. The availability of service at the
edge of coverage areas fluctuates depending on various conditions.
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+1 954 459 4000
+1 954 252 4214
sales@gsat.us
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